Multimodal learning leverages data from different modalities to improve the performance of a trained model. Typically, latent representations extracted from multimodal data are provided via direct feature fusion for end-to-end training of a deep neural network towards a specific task. However, the informativeness of the different data modalities can easily vary across a collected dataset. As such, naively or directly fusing the latent representations obtained for one modality and the other, as is commonly done in state-of-the-art works, may burden the model in finding concise representations that are indeed useful for learning. In this paper, we propose to instead learn the fusion of latent representations for multimodal data by using a modality gating mechanism that allows the dynamic weighting of extracted latent representations based on their informativness. Extensive experiments using the BU-3DFE dataset for facial expression recognition and the Washington object classification multimodal RGB-D dataset show that learning the fusion of the latent representations for different data modalities leads to improved model generalization than the conventional naive fusion method.
INTRODUCTION
Several computer vision tasks benefit from the powerful representation capacity of deep neural networks (DNNs). The latent representations obtained from trained DNNs typically capture the different factors of variations in the training data [1, 2] . DNN features obtained in the earlier layers of the model are usually low-level features characterizing input data attributes such as edges at different orientations and corners. The features extracted in the later layers are generally more abstract (or high-level) for performing different tasks such as object classification, segmentation, scene understanding, etc. Generally, DNNs are trained using inputs of a single modality. For example, RGB images [3] , grayscale images [4] , binary 
Fig. 1. Proposed data dependent fusion of latent representations, F
A and F B extracted using DNN-A and DNN-B respectively. A modality gate is used for filtering F A and F
B
to realize improved fusion images [2] , audio signal waveforms [5] , etc. However, different works [6, 7, 8, 9] have proposed learning DNNs with multimodal data; such works show that multimodal data can be leveraged to improve the robustness of the latent representations learned towards better model generalization. In particular, the aforementioned works show that DNNs trained using multimodal data often generalize better as compared to similar DNNs trained on only one data modality. In [6] , a dataset of RGB and images were collected for object classification. A DNN architecture based on pre-trained AlexNet was constructed for concurrent processing of RGB and depth images. Subsequently, the extracted latent representations obtained from the pre-trained AlexNet were directly fused via direct concatenation for end-to-end training of the whole model. Reported results show that learning from both RGB and depth data modalities yielded better results as opposed to learning from either of the two modalities singly. In another work [7] , image and audio data modalities were leveraged for improving the performance of DNN on emotion recognition. Convolutional neural network (CNN) was used for extracting latent representations for image data, while a Deep Belief Network (DBN) was used for learning latent representa-tions for processed audio data based on Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). Although multimodal learning with naive fusion 1 (NF) works, one problem is that the level of informativeness of the different data modalities are typically ignored for learning. Existing works basically concatenate extracted latent representations of different data modalities and feed them into a stack of DNN layers irrespetive of the fact that one data modality may be far less informative (or corrupted) than the other; this can for instance distort learning. The assumption is that layers following the fusion stage in the DNN can somehow manage to extract descent latent representations for the classification layer. However, we argue that instead of burdening the DNN to cope with the aforementioned problem, employing a DNN that is specifically designed to address this scenario would lead to a more concise learning and model generalization. In extreme cases, given a pair of multimodal inputs for training, one of the modalities may be so noisy as to even corrupt learning given the input from the other data modality that truely characterizes the underlying factor of variation in the problem being modeled. In this paper, we propose to learn how to fuse the different features extracted from multimodal data as opposed to direct fusion. We extend our recent work [10] to multimodal learning. In [10] , we proposed a highway block for gating transformed and untransformed features in very deep networks, and as such alleviates the problem of model optimization. First, we clarify that the purpose of using a similar gating mechanism in this paper is not for addressing the problem of training very deep networks as in [10, 11] . In contrast, such a gating mechanism with appropriate modifications can be used to learn the fusion of latent representations for improved model generalization as presented in this paper. We use RGB and depth modalities to experimentally validate the proposed approach. Specifically, the proposed fusion approach offers the following contributions:
1. Learn appropriate fusion (weighting) of RGB and depth latent representations; this alleviates learning problems that can result from inconsistent informativeness of RBG and depth data over collected datasets.
2. Realize improved model generalization as opposed to naive fusion of latent representations using BU-3D facial expression recognition and Washington object classification RGB-D datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, background and problem statement are presented. Section 3 gives the details of the proposed approach for learning the fusion of RBG and depth latent representations. Section 4 reports our experimental results. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
1 Naive fusion and direct fusion are used interchangeably
BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Background on learning with multimodal data
Unimodal data can often have many training samples which lack fine details or that are even unreliable for capturing reasonable latent representations, due to noise, occlusion, illumination changes, etc. This can negatively impact learning of consistent latent representations, and consequently limit the generalization capacity of a trained model. Hence, learning from multimodal data can improve the consistency and reliability of learned latent representations; that is, where one data modality fails to be sufficiently informative, the other data modality can be leveraged to still render decent latent representations. In view of this, many works extract latent representations (e.g using pre-trained models) from multimodal data and thereafter perform direct fusion via concatenation to carry out end-to-end training [6, 7, 8, 9] . Assume a multimodal training dataset of the form
where x
M1
n and x
M2
n are the n th input from the data modality M 1 and the data modality M 2 , respectively; y n is the desired output for the n th input data. The main assumption in multomodal learning is that x M1 n and x M2 n mostly provide complementary information for capturing the important factors of variations in a specific task such as classification, detection, regression, etc. Otherwise, multimodal learning may not yield any benefit in the case where both data modalities provide information for explaining the same factors of variations. For the rest of this paper, factors of variations are denoted using a set F . We use factors of variations to refer to the actual features that explain a specific task. For example, in a facial recognition task, features such as raised eyebrows, unelevated eyebrows, dropped jaw, closed mouth, slightly opened mouth, widely open mouth, etc. are different factors of variations that can explain facial expressions. Let us denote the total factors of variations for a specific task S T by F T , and consider that they are altogether captured in a hypothetical dataset, T . Also, assume that we have a dataset A that partially captures F T as F A such that we can write 
Note from (2) that mulitmodal learning becomes unuseful when F A ∪ F B = F A , since we have the relation 
We posit that the level of contribution of modality data B for learning a specific task based on modality data A can be related to
; specifically, considering its cardinality as in | F B \F A |. Furthermore, we can write a general expression for F T as
where F R contains the remaining factors of variations that can be captured using other datasets.
Problem statement
In many real-life scenarios, we will have that F A \F T = ∅ and F B \F T = ∅, since data A ⊆ T and B ⊆ T subject to A ∪ T = A and B ∪ T = B, respectively. Therefore, we have that the factors of variations that are actually useful for task T denoted F The second scenario is not uncommon in practice, and as such is addressed in this paper. The following section discusses the proposed approach taken to tackle the highlighted problem.
LEARNING TO FUSE RGB-DEPTH LATENT REPRESENTATIONS
For alleviating the problem mentioned in Section 3.2, we propose to realize a fusion scheme that is data driven (i.e. dynamic) and allows the model to learn by itself the importance (or weighting) of the different extracted latent representations, F A and F B . The goal is that the proposed modality gate filters F A and F B , and thereby passes mostly F A u and F B u to the features concatenation stage that completes the fusion phase as shown in Fig. 1 ; fully connected layers and a softmax layer can be trained on top of the fusion outcome. Namely, our approach in this paper for constructing the modality gate is motivated by [10, 11] ; that is, using a mechanism for learning what part of the latent representations are routed to subsequent layers in the model. Again, it is emphasized that the purpose of using a gating mechanism in this paper is not to alleviate training problems of very deep network as in [10, 11] . Specifically, this paper uses a similar form of gating mechanism proposed in [10] which has improved learning characteristics over that in [11] for learning fusion of latent representations for multimodal data. The modality gate used in this paper and shown in Fig. 1 is of the form
where G denotes gate transformation on F using weight W , bias θ and Log-sigmoid activation function ϕ. G learns the part of F B that is captured for fusion. Subsequently, 1 − G is used for selecting the part of F B that is captured for fusion. The overall formulation of the modality gate given in Fig.1 can thus lead to the fusion outcome F O as follows
where ⊗ is the concatenation operation. Other notations remain as earlier stated. Following the fusion stage, additional weight layers can be stacked in the model and trained end-toend using F O as input.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, experimental results to validate the usefulness of learning to fuse latent representations as opposed to naive fusion (NF) are reported. Namely, the BU-3DFE facial expression [12] and the Washingtion object RGB-D classification dataset [13] are used. For the constructed RGBResNet50+DepthMap-scratch model, F A is extracted from RGB images using pre-trained ResNet50 and F B is extracted from depth maps using a model trained from scratch 3 . For the proposed RGB-VGG19+DepthMap-scratch model, F A is extracted from RGB images using pre-trained VGG19 and F B is extracted from depth images using a model trained from scratch. Fusion via modality gating is performed using G as in (7), after which two fully connected and softmax layers are stacked on top of it as discussed in Section 3. The whole model is then trained end-to-end using Adaptive Moment (ADAM) mini-batch gradient descent. An initial learning rate of 10 −3 is used; the learning is annealed to a final value of 10 −5 . All models are trained for a maximum of 400 epochs.
BU-3DFE facial expression RGB-D dataset
BU-3DFE dataset contains both 3D and 2D data modalities for facial expressions of 100 different subjects. The data processing in [14] is followed for preparing the training data.
Approach Test acc. (%)
DepthMap-ResNet50 [14] 61.11 DepthMap-VGG19 [14] 28.06 DepthMap-scratch [14] 84.72 RGB-ResNet50 [14] 82.92 RGB-VGG19 [14] 81 3D geometric shape model+LDA [15] 83.60 Bayesian Belief net+statistical facial features [16] 82.30 Distance+slopes+SVM [18] 87.10 2D+3D features fusion+SVM [19] 86.32 Geometric scattering representation+SVM [20] 84.80 Geometric+photometric attributes+VGG19 [21] 84.87 NF:RGB-ResNet50+DepthMap-scratch [14] 87.08 NF: RGB-VGG19+DepthMap-scratch [14] 89.31 Ours: RGB-ResNet50+DepthMap-scratch 89.86 Ours: RGB-VGG19+DepthMap-scratch 90.69 Table 2 . Results comparison on BU-3DFE dataset Also, a similar experimental setting is used for extracting latent expresentations from both data modalities; that is, using pre-trained models (ResNet-50 and VGG19) on ImageNet dataset for RGB data and training a DNN from scratch on depth data. Furthermore, 10-fold cross-validation (CV) is employed for evaluating the models as in [14, 15, 16, 17] . The results are given in Table 1 , along with models trained on RGB only, depth map only and via naive fusion as in [14] . It will be seen that the proposed fusion approach gives improved results over naive fusion. Results comparison with state-of-theart models that further validates our proposal is presented in Table 2 .
Washington object RGB-D dataset
For Washington object classification dataset, we collect a total of 4500 samples for both 3D and 2D data modalities to clearly demonstrate that naive fusion can sometimes even hurt model performance as discussed in Section 3.2; the samples span the different 51 categories in the dataset. We perform 10-fold and 5-fold cross-validation (CV) using RGB only, depth only, naive fusion (NF) and the proposed fusion approach. Table 3 and Table 4 show obtained experimental results for 10-fold and 5-fold CV, respectively. Again, it will be observed that using depth maps with pre-trained models gives poor results; see Tables 3 & 4 . Importantly, it is observed that naive fusion using RGB and depth modalities results in de- Table 4 . Washington RGB-D dataset results with 5-fold CV graded model performance as compared to when either of the two data modalities are used. From Tables 3 & 4 , DepthMapscratch outperforms NF:RGB-ResNet50+DepthMap-scratch; and RGB-VGG19 outperforms NF:RGB-VGG19+DepthMap-scratch. Interestingly, it is observed that learning the fusion stage gives improved results as compared to naive fusion. This shows that the proposed fusion approach can learn appropriate weightings for the different latent representations such that not only is performance degradation mitigated, but notably improved.
CONCLUSION
Multimodal learning is useful for improving model performance. The latent representations extracted from the different modalities are typically fused via direction concatenation. We argue and show that such fusion is naive and can even hurt model performance. In contrast, we propose in this paper to allow the model to learn a data driven fusion stage using a gate mechanism that filters latent representations from multimodal data. Experimental results on two different datasets validate the proposed fusion approach. Improved results over naive fusion and several state-of-the-art models are obtained.
